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A: You need to remove the installation of the
trial version. You'll find instructions for that on
the product page. Following their instructions,

you can then install their full version. 1. Field of
the Invention The present invention relates to a

communication apparatus, a communication
method, and a computer program for
performing a communication between

apparatuses. 2. Description of the Related Art In
recent years, the spread of the use of mobile
communication apparatuses such as mobile
telephones has been remarkable, and the
importance of a function to prevent lost or

stolen of such a mobile communication
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apparatus has been increasing. In addition,
functions of various services such as, for

example, SMS (Short Message Service) are
becoming more important. As a conventional

method of preventing lost or stolen of a mobile
communication apparatus, a communication

apparatus which learns an authentication
information such as a cipher key of each other

communication apparatus is disclosed (for
example, see Japanese Patent Laid-Open No.

2008-298957). In the method of preventing lost
or stolen of a mobile communication apparatus

disclosed in Japanese Patent Laid-Open No.
2008-298957, when a communication

apparatus learns authentication information of
another communication apparatus, first,

information of a unique link key is transmitted
from the communication apparatus to the
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authentication information-learning destination
communication apparatus so that the

authentication information is learned. Then,
authentication information which is encrypted

using the link key is transmitted from the
communication apparatus to the authentication
information-learning destination communication
apparatus. When the authentication information

is received at the authentication information-
learning destination communication apparatus,

an authentication process using the
authentication information and the

authentication information is performed, and, if
the authentication is successful, the unique link

key is transmitted from the authentication
information-learning destination communication
apparatus to the communication apparatus to

the authentication information-learning
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destination communication apparatus. In the
aforementioned conventional method, the

authentication information is encrypted using
the link key and is transmitted from the

communication apparatus, and when the
received authentication information is
decrypted using the unique link key,

authentication is performed by decrypting the
authentication information. In this way, an

unauthorized person cannot make a connection
with the authentication information-learning

destination communication apparatus, and thus,
it is possible to prevent lost or stolen of the

mobile communication apparatus. In the
communication method disclosed in Japanese
Patent Laid-Open No. 2008-298957, however,
although it is possible to prevent lost or stolen
of the mobile communication apparatus, there
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is a problem that a communication control
protocol is complicated. More 6d1f23a050
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